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Introduction

Nepal Holiday package trip consists of historical monuments, religious sites, cultural aspects, and
wonderful nature destinations.   Himalayan country Nepal provides you a memorable vacation for an
extraordinary experience. Kathmandu valley is a depot of historical and religious monuments as well as it
presents a glimpse of the culture. Pokhara city is situated armpit of the snow-capped Annapurna
Himalaya range and known as the city of lakes. Chitwan is a picturesque destination. It offers the best
natural beauty and wildlife experience. The thrilling white water rafting provides real adventure moments
on the trip.

 Trip Facts 

Trip Duration 6 Days
Trip Grade: Easy

Cost Includes

Arrival and departure by private vehicle.
Kathmandu /Chitwan/ Pokhara and Kathmandu transfer by private vehicle.
All accommodation 3 star standards with breakfast.
All dinner and Lunch during the tour in Nepal.
An English and Hindi speaking guide during the trip.
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Welcome dinner with a special culture program.
Visit all temple as per itinerary include entry fees.
National park Jungle safari program and entrance fees.

Itinerary Details 

1. Arrival Kathmandu

Welcome at Tribhuban International Airport and transfer to the hotel. After being refreshing
explore around the downtown Thamel, evening welcome dinner with Nepalese cultural program.

2. Drive to Chitwan

Early morning drive to Pasupatinath temple, pray to great god SHIVA, explore around shrine and
back to Hotel, breakfast at the hotel, and drive chit wan. On the way, we stop for lunch. Evening
dinner at the hotel, visit to local cultural center for an hour, where, you can see the musical
program related to their lifestyle. Overnight at the hotel.

3. Full day Jungle Safari 

This day will be a very interesting day, breakfast at the hotel, and go canoe trip, where you can see
the wild crocodile, various types of birds, rhino, dear, etc. and visit Elephant breeding center,
where you can see a baby elephant. Back to the hotel for lunch and rest a couple of hours, during
the rest time you can go for bird watching in a hotel’s compound this is nice jungle and can see
many types of birds. Or can you go for an elephant Shower or go swimming, this hotel have a
very nice swimming pool. Around 3 pm we will take to the Elephant safari. The elephant safari
takes you to the deep into the jungle and shows you many wild animals.

4. Drive to Pokhara.

Breakfast at hotel and drive to the Pokhara, on the stop for lunch and we will visit the Beda Vyas
cave ( Vyas Gufa) where Vyas was mediation wrote the Beda(Hindu religion book) then drive to
Pokhara, check in to the hotel being refresh then visit Barahi Temple, this temple situated at the
center of the Fewa lake. It is a Small Island.

5. Drive Back to Kathmandu

Morning sunrise and Himalayan view tour and visit Bindavasini Temple and Gupteshow temple
then back to Hotel for breakfast then drive back to Kathmandu.

6. Departure

Morning drive to lord Bishnu temple and back to Hotel breakfast then proceed to go to Airport. If
you have late flight you can explore around the city and some shopping.
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